Lean Publishing Engine

OVERView
A small, dedicated content team augmented by freelancers efficiently creates high-quality content streams.
Solution highlights
■■

Opportunistic sourcing of content balances quality and cost.

■■

Ranks of “on-demand” writing talent accommodate demand variability efficiently.

■■

Editorial discipline boosts the leverage of content streams.

■■

Social distribution of content efficiently boosts its reach.

SCENARIO
Kelly Services recognizes it must produce more content to engage potential candidates, but it must do so efficiently
to keep resource investment low.

Company Snapshot
Kelly Services
Industry:

Professional Services

2012 Sales:

US$5.5 Billion

Employees:

558,200

Headquartered in Troy, Michigan, Kelly Services is a Fortune 500
company that provides workforce consulting, manages talent in key
industry sectors and caters to the talent outsourcing requirements of
leading companies worldwide.
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Kelly Services’ small
content marketing
team relies on available
qualified contributors
to efficiently generate
content.

MEET THE TEAM
Members of Kelly Services’ B2C Content Marketing Team
Core Content Marketing Team
Content Strategist/Editor-in-Chief (VP of Marketing)

■■

■■

■■

■■

The core content marketing
team includes a B2C Content
Senior Manager reporting
into an Editor-in-Chief, who
devotes half his time to
content marketing.

Devotes half working time to content marketing
strategy and execution.

Kelly Services’ Editor-inChief is the final decision
maker on all content,
ensuring tight strategic fit
and adherence to quality
standards.

B2C Content Senior Manager

By contracting production
resources, Kelly optimizes
staffing costs to
accommodate variable
production demand.
Pairing Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs) with content
producers ensures Kelly
develops content that has
higher candidate impact.

Key Skills: Business strategy formulation, and acts as an
editor-in-chief for all content.

Develops candidate-focused content marketing
strategy, and leads social media strategy and content
distribution.

The B2C content manager sets and drives
adherence to strategy, ensuring content alignment
and preserving the firm’s unique perspective.

Key Skills: Project management, candidate market
knowledge, channel and social media expertise.

Content Marketing Partners
Kelly Services’
Business Leader
SMEs
Kelly’s top customers
and other business
leaders provide
expertise and raw
materials.

Kelly Services’
Internal SMEs
Kelly’s own consultants,
recruiters, and product
leads conduct topical
research and provide
industry and career
expertise.

Pairing SMEs with writers
increases the content’s
relevance to candidates.
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A single decision authority on content marketing
strategy and execution ensures content coherence
and consistency.

Contracted
Business
Writers

Contracted
Creatives

Write project copy that
accurately conveys
expertise in the HR
domain.

Develop lucid,
compelling design to
ensure higher readership
of content marketing
products.

Contracting enables
variable production to
reflect variable needs.

Source: Kelly Services; CEB analysis.
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–– As a final step, the
content marketing team
eliminates topics not
aligned to the firm’s
strategic objectives.

“There are so many good
ideas we could cover.
We have to set aside
some because the content either
doesn’t align with our brand
strategy/objectives for the year,
or they don’t fit into our schedule;
not because they are bad topics.”

2

3

Identify Popular Topics

Narrow and Refine

Screen for Alignment

From: “Career Management”

To:

A “Upskilling in IT”
B “5 Steps to Update
Your Resume”

Employment
Trends

–– The first two steps
incorporate survey results
and human inputs to
gather context around
what might be the most
interesting topics for
consumers.

1

Job Search
Strategies

Kelly’s topic selection
process has three steps.

Kelly Services’ Choiceful Content Selection Process

Career
Management

■■

TOPIC SELECTION FOR MAXIMUM IMPACT

Candidate Interest

A multi-stage process
ensures only the topics
with the greatest
potential for impact
get selected.

 elly uses consumer surveys to
K
find trending topics for potential
coverage.

C “Repositioning

Yourself for a
Mid-Career Shift”

 MEs provide perspective to
S
further refine candidate topics and
select the best angles for Kelly’s
content.

Sample Business Objective:
Attract high-level
professional/technical
candidates
“Upskilling in IT”
5 Steps to Update Your
Resume
 epositioning Yourself for
R
a Mid-Career Shift

Kelly filters topics for strategic
alignment with business objectives
to produce the final topic set.

Mona Wehbe
B2C Content Senior Manager
Kelly Services
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Source: Kelly Services; CEB analysis.
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Detailed pre-production
planning maximizes the
impact of all the content
that makes it through the
selection process.

■■

■■

■■

Kelly’s content production
proposals clearly define the
desired end-goals for the
content, ensuring every idea
has an objective and a way
to measure success.
Once the proposals are
approved, Kelly develops
detailed content production
and distribution plans to
streamline production
workflow.
This upfront planning
maximizes the impact of
the content Kelly produces.

Beginning with the End in Mind
Kelly Services’ Upfront Quality Control

Content Proposal
Content Objective:
Target Audience(s):
SME Team:

To ensure quality and alignment,
all content ideas must have clear
objectives and success metrics before
they even pass the pre-planning stage.

Timing:
Budget Estimate:

Content Plan
Success Criteria:

Go-Live and Expiry Dates:
Content Formats:

Output formats and distribution plan
are part of early content planning,
rather than an after-thought.

Author:
Distribution Plan:

For an overview of Kelly
Services’ content planning,
please refer to the Appendix.
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Source: Kelly Services; CEB analysis.
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Kelly Services uses
owned, earned, and
employee channels
for efficient content
distribution.

■

■

Kelly Services leverages
earned media in many online
channels, like Career Builder
and LinkedIn groups.
In addition, Kelly Services
recruiters, SMEs and product
leads share pre-packaged
social messages with their
networks, enabling it to
reach a broader set of
candidates.

SOCIAL SCALE
Kelly Services Distribution Network
Kelly Services
Website

Monster.com

LinkedIn
Groups

Kelly Services
Content

Recruiting
Events and
Job Fairs

Candidate
Newsletters

Industry
Blogs

Career
Builder

Kelly
Services
Slideshare
Channel

Kelly Services
CandidateFacing
Employees

MSNBC

Selected Highlights of Kelly Services Candidate-Facing Employee Channel
Marketing builds ready-made social messages
that promote Kelly Services’ content.

Marketing

Implementation Tip:
Brands without consumerfacing employees or agents
can distribute social sound bites
through:
■ Blogger networks
■ Brand super fans
■ Loyalty program members

Recruiters, SMEs
and Product Leads

Candidates in
Social Networks
Candidate-facing Kelly employees share the
messages with their professional social networks.

© 2013 The Corporate Executive Board Company.
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Kelly gives its
employees many
choices of social
sound bites, and
encourages them to
tailor them further
for their own social
networks.

Source: Kelly Services; CEB analysis.
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Kelly Services’ shift
to content marketing
has increased its
opportunities to
influence its candidates.

The Fruits of Lean Publishing
LinkedIn Shares

Page Views

3x
2x

x

x

Posts Without
Content

Content-Driven
Posts

Pages Without
Content

Content-Driven
Pages

“Our content strategy has allowed us to
engage more meaningfully with potential
candidates. I regularly get feedback from
candidates commenting on our content
saying, ‘I didn’t know Kelly did that—I’m
going to submit my resume.’”
Mona Wehbe
B2C Content Senior Manager
Kelly Services
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Source: Kelly Services; CEB analysis.
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